
Pre- AP English I:  Semester I Exam Guide 

I]  Writing Portion: 

Using any three works from this semester, including poetry, short stories, indies, and summer reads, you will need to write a synthesis 

paper in which you address how these works similarly address one of the following topics.  As you can see below, the prompts require 

YOUR answer first.  This will be your claim.  Then you must prove how the three works fit into your answer. 

 

You must write your essay in point-by-point format so external and internal transitions will be key. You must make an original claim 

and defend the claim with specific text evidence.  The synthesis comes in when you make cool connections between the works. You may 

create and use an outline for your exam, but you must write the essay in class. A great way to start is with a brainstormed list of all the 

works we have read and with that list, start looking at which works address which thematic ideas in the prompts.  You will have 

epiphanies in no time.   

 

Topic Choices 

 

1) What causes alienation, and how do characters address or react to alienation? 

2) How do protagonists and/or antagonists define “justice” and do how they search for it? 

3) How are illusions or misconceptions about self or society shattered? 

4) What is the potentially dangerous political and social issue and how is the issue confronted?  

 

 

Suggestion: I suggest that you keep the following familiar list in mind as you plan for your paper for these will be provide you with the 

proof you need. 

 

Close Reading/ Annotation List 

 

1)  Literary Devices: consider simile, metaphor, and personification. 

2) Diction: consider imagery and connotation.  

3) Perspective: identify and note the narrator’s point of view and note any pov shifts.  

4) Narrator’s transformations: evolutions, devolutions, epiphanies and their causes and effects? 

5) Potential symbols, archetypes, motifs.  

6) Settings: including settings within settings within settings, and significant details including props. 

7) Minor characters: including those who may appear briefly or not at all. 

 

II]  Language Portion: 

 
 

a) You will have a short passage that will ask you to show that you know how to parenthetically cite and work with works cited. 

b) You will have a portion that asks about basic class procedures, formatting, and FSA expectations. 

 

III]  Reading Portion 

 

You will be provided with a seminal American speech from which you will have to answer questions about the following: 

 
1) structure 

 

2) purpose 
 

3) reason for claim 

 
4) rhetorical devices:  allusion, hyperbole, rhetorical question, repetition, parallelism 

 

5) author’s purpose:  explain, inform, persuade? 
 

6)  paraphrase of claim 

 
7) counterargument 

 

8) evidence to support the claim 
 

9)   diction 

 
10)   theme 


